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ABSTRACT:
Healthcare is a rapidly growing sector and an active research area which allows doctors to access patients remotely. Today’s healthcare automation problem requires different methods to address the issues in security. Both the patient’s information and IT infrastructure should be protected. Healthcare automation systems are facing more and more security threats that cause loss or damage of data. As a Risk Analysis and Requirements expert, I understand that IT data requirements is also one of the most valuable assets to a pharmaceutical or healthcare company. Data is key to the whole clinical development process. Without clean data, the value of a project, drug or product may not be fully realized. There are many solutions which reduces vulnerability in healthcare systems so that it becomes impossible for hackers to compromise the system. If vulnerabilities in the system are not identified, defects become extremely expensive and burdensome to fix and can escalate to critical risk, fast. [16] This paper focuses on critical healthcare security risks and gives few solutions to overcome and control them.
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INTRODUCTION:
Health care is the maintenance or improvement of health via the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease, illness, injury, and other physical and mental impairments in human beings [1]. The objective of healthcare automation is to provide medical services (through remote access) to users irrespective of their location. The clients can access these systems using their home internet. Healthcare is mainly developed to address problems like lack of availability of doctors, lack of advanced medical equipment, and lack of patient history. Almost all countries adopted healthcare automation and got benefit from it [2] [3]. In present systems, it is hard to find a perfect needed medical service, either the patients need to travel a long distance to find the medical service or the medical service may not be efficiently operating and also patients had to wait for long time in order to communicate to the doctor.

The healthcare system consist of connected network of various hospitals, clinics, remote contractors, external parties, suppliers, university. This vast network creates many vulnerability that permits a hacker to enter into the system and access the information without authentication or by providing fake authentication [4] [5].

SOME AREAS WHERE SECURITY CAN BE COMPROMISED:
According to a survey [6], nearly 260 million records are hacked in 2005. Here are some of the scenarios where risks are likely to occur in healthcare systems.

Patients and doctors access the healthcare system through mobile phones or laptops. These electronic devices can be used at any places like inside hospital or at homes, or at public places etc...

Most of the patients have the lack of knowledge to use the healthcare system. So they require another person to help them in accessing the healthcare system.

There are many open networks proving free internet access. Most of them are unsecure network connections which can easily allow hackers to enter into the system.

Unclean data is also vulnerable to risks. I, as a risk solution expert, implemented critical data validation checks by running technical SQL and SAS queries against the Oracle DMS to identify deficiencies, including missing data or unclean data and performing a comprehensive risk assessment comprising a thorough root cause analysis of deficiencies and vulnerable risks due to security risks to funnel down where they triggered from and causality which has solved many high risk occurrences happening escalating into crisis recovery situations.

Risk assessment involves identifying the critical systems and business areas most vulnerable to risk, so that resources can be assigned where the risk impact is highest. In this scenario, the highest risk impact has a direct correlation to defects that potentially have serious consequences. For all the risks, assign a score to each one, probability of occurrence and its impact on the user and contingency plans if the risks occur. Compile a risk report, assigning each risk a unique id and a description and review it once a week with the team. Any new risks, derived from open defects, should be raised as they are identified. Other risks can be, and usually are, adjusted in terms of significance as more information comes to the surface about them. [14] But without proper risk analysis, defects surface after implementation, at a time when it costs tenfold to pursue and resolve the same defect. [15]
SECURITY MEASURES:

Experienced in leading IT projects at Loblaw, I carried out tactical risk assessments and mitigation techniques, enhances compliance including identifying threats from critical security risks. This plan involved incorporating a risk assessment and mitigation and applying decision techniques to select relevant risk factors with high predictive values of studies that may be non compliant.

This involved a combination of her technical and risk analysis knowledge, fuzzy processes and leveraging reflective data collection and analysis to identify potential risk factors, which I have detailed in this section.

This section focuses on these security measures that can be taken to prevent hackers into the system. The basic thing to do is to add a custom firewall into the system so that it makes the existing firewall stronger. The two level firewall also makes easier to add custom exceptions. The security implementation are of 3 steps as shown in figure 1. The assessment step is the detail investigation of the presence of vulnerabilities in the system. After the thorough security assessment, the acceptable risk of the healthcare system is created. The acceptable risk is set of vulnerabilities which the system cannot be compromised. It is really difficult for a system to eliminate all the risks, so the acceptable risk is created in such a way that security should focus only on risk that really matters. The control step has a list of actions that brings the risk drown to acceptable risk. The last step is compliance, which involves time to time investigation of the security.

Figure 1: Risk prevention steps

When a new thread is detected, the security team must not only focus on how to prevent it but they should consider more other thinks like where the thread comes, what are the vulnerabilities found, what are the other ways that the thread can compromise the system? The two questions that should be asked after a thread is found is consequence and likelihood. Consequence determine the risk level, whether the thread is acceptable level or not? If the thread is acceptable, then we can skip the evaluation process. The next question is likelihood, how often the thread occurs, if it is too often, then we can add it to the firewall.

Data loss is an important feature that need to be addressed by the healthcare. Data replication [7] is the traditional and one of the best approaches to ensure availability of data during data theft or damage of data [8].

Data in healthcare often travels in many devices like PC, Laptops, Smartphones etc. There are lots of chances for data to reach to hack like usb theft, Laptop theft, email sent to wrong person etc… to avoid these problem the system should implement end to end security system[9]. Implementing end to end encryption has lots of advantages like it stops man in the middle [11] and backdoor attacks [12] [10].

The best way to improve security in healthcare is to add a new embedded OS. The features of health care should not be accessed in traditional OD like windows, Linux or mac, instead the healthcare system should have its own OS so that it is difficult for hackers to enter into the system. Malware attacks are also impossible in custom OS. One more thing we get from this custom OS is Intrusion protection. Intrusion protection is detecting abnormal activities in the network, stopping them by using pre-configured polices and giving timely report on security attacks. The custom OS should support the configuration of Intrusion protection such that it prevents damages to file system, prevents unauthorized user entry, controls, removable storage devices.

CONCLUSION:

Healthcare is most needed in the future to provide efficient treatment of various diseases, there are various security attacks in healthcare. This paper focuses on various vulnerabilities in healthcare system and provide few solutions to overcome them. Because of the potential for monetary loss or damage to the credibility of an enterprise due to breakdown of its system or infrastructure, businesses have come to realize the importance of investing time and money on risk assessment to not only safeguard the company brand but mitigate monstrous financial losses caused through disaster or incident recovery. [13]
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